SYSTEM SIZE

7.8 KW

LOCATION

Clifton Hill, Melbourne, VIC

PAYBACK TIME

5 Years

ANNUAL SAVINGS

$1,300

CO2 ABATEMENT

9.85 Tonnes (Per Annum)

SUSTAINABILITY WAS KEY
Going solar was primarily a sustainability decision for Geoff, as he
explained: “Instead of just choosing a green retailer, we wanted
to take clean generation into our own hands by electrifying with
solar. Reducing emissions was of primary importance.”

• Our experienced Q.PARTNER was able to make the best
of Q.PEAK DUO-G5’s high performance by arranging the
panels across three roof orientations to capture maximum
sunlight at different parts of the day in order to maximise
yield and achieve best ROI.

The fact that Q CELLS has an environmental management system
for reducing direct and indirect emissions from the manufacturing
process pleased Geoff: “People who are trying to be sustainable
don’t think terribly much about the manufacturing practices that
go into producing their solar products, so it’s great to know that
the panels on my roof are from a company where sustainability is
top of mind.”

“The idea that with these minor potential inconveniences; the
typical Melbourne weather and the surrounding environment,
and other mitigating factors might make some think they aren’t
good solar candidates, but Q CELLS together with a Q.PARTNER,
were the ones who came ready to overcome any challenge and
achieve the solution we were looking for at the most competitive
price for the level of sophistication we were getting.”

AN EXPERT SYSTEM DESIGN
Utilising Q.PEAK DUO’s unique features, the trained Q.PARTNER
put together a layout that overcame some of the challenges of
Geoff’s urban Melbourne property:

A SAFE INVESTMENT FOR THE FUTURE
“Their products boast durability and great performance ratings
and have better warranties than the industry standard, which really
appeals to me. Also, having a manufacturer that I know I can call
should any issues arise with my panels is really important to me.”

• With limited roof space, Q.PEAK DUO-G5’s high power
class yields higher generation of energy per square meter.
• Better low-light behaviour helps address Melbourne’s fickle
weather.
• The shade tolerance of Q.PEAK DUO-G5 was a key consideration in it being chosen for this project. Paired with
optimisers, the future impact from shading on the panels due
to the compact array and growing citrus tree out the front
has been planned for thanks to Q.ANTUM DUO’s optimised
shading behaviour from its independent halves.
• Intense Australian heat can lead to accelerated aging of solar panels, but thanks to Q CELLS’ innovative Yield Security,
factors like light and elevated temperature have less of a
detrimental impact on performance for higher yields.

Q CELLS’ quality products are best paired with a quality installer.
Q CELLS is proud to rely on its world-class Q.PARTNERs around
Australia to help support people like Geoff in making the switch to
solar.
“I’m really happy with my decision to go solar with Q CELLS,”
concluded Geoff.

